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blessings which make one feel pretty unworthy of one's
lot, and Rachel getting well fast, and all three such dear
children; and then this wonderful sunshine—all the time
we have been in the country—and the beauty of the trees
and flowers at Wramplingham. The trees all coining out,
the wychelms in blossom—I did not know it was blossom
before. And the woods really carpeted with primrose and
anemone and wood sorrel and bluebell and celandine and
cowslip, and the birds singing and building—a lovely little
blue tit in a box nest by the house and a kingfisher in a
sandpit. After all, politics play a small part in the whole
scheme of human life, and the great things, the universal
things, sing ' God's in His Heaven, all's right with the
world'. (How the Socialists hate R.B. for those lines: as
if they were a philosophic denial of the existence of evil!)
Now we go back to London to-day, and I am going to
the Academy Dinner on Saturday, which I have never been
to before. I hope this horrid crisis won't prevent Asquith
going if he meant to. I want to hear him, which I have
never done. I have never been asked before and probably
owe it to Briton Riviere, whom I see at the Literary ana
always like*
To W. W. Vaughan	Wramplingham Hall,
Wymondham, Norfbl/^
*.. How suddenly and awfully the long talked-of horror
has come upon us! And except that there is no invasion
and so far as one can see no great danger of one, how
much worse it has been than one expected! One had no
idea how deeply these devils' doctrines of Nietzsche and
Treitschke and Bernhardi had got hold of the German
mind as a whole—at least all the governing part of it...
As the war began I had a long letter from George Trevelyan
blaming Grey angrily and desiring that we,should keep
out. He has always been hostile to the Entente^ and feared
that our action would only lead to making Russia the
arbiter of Europe. To which I answered that my oaly

